Introduction
Despite tremendous progress, effective treatments have yet to be developed for most cancer types. Novel, effective cancerpreventative therapies, especially cancer vaccines, are crucially needed. 1 Traditional cancer vaccine formulations are composed of cancer cell antigens. 2 However, targeting the tumor endothelium with antiangiogenic vaccines has advantages over targeting cancer cells because the tumor endothelium is genetically stable and has a low probability of acquiring drug resistance. 3 The endothelial cell (EC) to cancer cell ratio in tumors can vary between 1:50 and 1:100; hence, the number of targeted cells is much smaller when the tumor endothelium is targeted. 4 Destruction of only a few ECs can lead to vascular obstruction and, thus, to the arrest of tumor growth and even tumor destruction because vascular integrity is essential to tumor growth and metastasis. [5] [6] [7] [8] For these reasons, immunotherapies targeting the tumor vasculature represent a promising approach for preventing solid tumor growth and metastasis.
Among the various approaches used to elicit immunity against tumor endothelium-specific antigens, active immunization with ECs has been the preferred approach over immunotherapies targeting specific epitopes. Cell-based vaccines elicit immune responses targeting a comprehensive array of target cell antigens, including previously undescribed antigens. [9] [10] [11] Although they have been shown to inhibit the growth of experimental tumors, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] cell-based approaches unfortunately also have been associated with the elicitation of autoimmunity in animals and clinical trials. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] Experimental autoimmune vasculitis was described after immunization with ECs. these reasons, vaccine specificity is needed for the development of an EC-based vaccine. Specifically, these vaccines must contain distinct antigens from those expressed by ECs in normal tissues, in order to prevent harmful autoimmune responses from being elicited.
EC heterogeneity provides background for vaccine development EC heterogeneity has been described at the levels of cell morphology, function, gene expression, and antigen composition. 26, 27 EC phenotypes vary between different organs, as well as between different tissues within the same organ. In addition, the gene expression profile of ECs can be significantly influenced by the tumor. [28] [29] [30] Tumor cells release growth factors that alter the gene expression profiles of cultured ECs. [31] [32] [33] Studies have described differences between gene expression profiles in isolated tumor ECs compared to the profiles of ECs harvested from matched tissues. 34, 35 These data suggest that EC heterogeneity should be considered in the design of EC-based vaccines that can target tumor vessels selectively.
The simplest way to examine the impact of tumor cells on EC heterogeneity is to model the tumor-endothelium interactions in vitro by culturing ECs in the presence of tumor-conditioned medium. Tumor cells release growth factors into the culture medium. These factors can affect the proliferation and protein expression profiles of the ECs. In these experiments, ECs cultured in the presence of supernatants harvested from normal (untransformed) cells are used as controls. Media conditioned by normal cells possess a limited capacity to support cell growth in culture due to a lack of growth factors. Thus, control ECs must be cultured in the presence of endothelial cell growth supplement (ECGS) prepared from brain gland tissue. 36 Recently, experiments were performed comparing the expression profiles of cell surface targets between experimental and control cells, which demonstrated that data regarding EC heterogeneity can be applied to vaccine design approaches. Tumor type-specific changes were observed on the surface of cultured human microvascular endothelial cells (HMECs) (Fig. 1A) in the presence of tumor-conditioned medium collected from different cancer cells. [37] [38] [39] [40] Changes in the cell surface profiles were characterized by cell proteomic footprinting (CPF), an advanced proteomics approach used to characterize cell phenotypes via mass spectrometric analysis of extracellular surface (Fig. 2) . 41 Tumor-induced changes in the protein expression profiles of the HMEC surface were estimated on the basis of deviations in the principle component analysis (PCA) plot compared to the typical HMEC phenotype (Fig. 3A) . The HMEC profiles were grouped together in a distinct location from the profiles of the non-EC controls. Examining the relationships between surface profiles within the HMEC group revealed 3 interesting observations (Fig. 3B) . First, HMECs from the same tissue had the same surface antigen profile, as indicated by the high similarity between HMEC surface profiles obtained from the same adipose tissue from different donors. Second, tumors induced reproducible tumor type-specific changes in the HMEC surface antigen profile, which ranged from relatively insignificant (e.g., 1 HMEC LNCap and 2 HMEC LNCap ) to pronounced (e.g., 1 HMEC HepG2 and 2 HMEC HepG2 ). Third, tumor-induced changes in the antigen profile facilitated HMEC escape from cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL)-mediated cell death in an in vitro model of human antiangiogenic vaccination. 37, 39 Taken together, these findings provide useful information regarding the design of efficient cancer vaccines. Specifically, by constructing vaccines with compositions of antigens divergent from those expressed by normal ECs, one can avoid the elicitation of autoimmune reactions.
Source and composition of antigens used for the development of an EC-based universal cancer vaccine
Vaccine design and development processes have focused on using cells as the source of native antigens for eliciting immune responses against target cells. 11, 42, 43 Whole cells possess a set of cell-surface antigens that, ideally, should be prioritized for vaccine design. 44, 45 However, whole cells also express abundant intracellular antigens that are ubiquitous to all mammalian cells and could elicit various adverse autoimmune responses (Fig. 4A ).
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Fortunately, immune access to cell surface target antigens (e.g., by antibodies and cytotoxic cells) suggests that these targets would also be similarly accessible to proteases, whose action products can be isolated after in vitro proteolytic cleavage. 38, 46, 47 In a previous study using an in vitro model of cancer vaccination, trypsinizing the surface of cancer cell line (MCF-7) cells yielded a digest containing 0.7% of the total cell protein. When the trypsin digest was used to stimulate a cytotoxic antitumor response in Figure 1 . Endothelial cells (ECs) in cultures. (A) Representative human microvascular ECs (HMECs) isolated from adipose tissue and used to prepare the SANTAVAC preparation. HMECs had numerous cytoplasmic extensions and/or a cobblestone-like morphology typical of adipose-derived microvascular ECs. 89 Images were obtained using a Leica DM5000B microscope. Cells were isolated by using magnetic beads linked to anti-CD31 antibodies (visible on the cells). (B) Example of ECs sprouting around cancer cells under angiogenic stimuli. Artwork prepared using data obtained from a multiphoton microscopy image of a tumor spheroid in a collagen matrix.
vitro, 10-40% more cancer cells were killed compared to the response stimulated with whole cells. 46 Furthermore, the digest's composition, comprising the proteolytically cleaved cell surface targets, were directly related to the killing rate of target cells in a cytotoxicity assay (CTA). 41, 47 These findings suggest that a set of cell surface targets exists, which represents the cell's 'antigenic essence' and can be used in vaccine formulations. CPF can be used to characterize the compositions of different sets of cell surface targets for vaccine preparations, in order to target immune responses against antigens related to the tumor vasculature rather than normal tissue. 41, 47 Indeed, in the above study, the killing rate of target HMECs in the CTA was directly related to the similarity between the CPF results of the target HMECs and the HMECs used to generate antigens for targeting immune responses. This observation serves as the basis for the development of EC-based cancer vaccines with strictly defined characteristics and comprised of proteolytically cleaved HMEC surface targets as a means of eliciting immunity against tumor vasculature-associated antigens.
Findings from previous studies have motivated the use of primary HMECs for generating vaccine targets. The microvasculature was previously shown to be involved in tumor angiogenesis and microvasculature-derived ECs exhibited functional differences compared to large vessel-derived ECs, 48, 49 including differences in the response to growth stimulators 50, 51 and extracellular protein expression patterns. [52] [53] [54] To generate natural EC phenotypes and appropriate responses of ECs to growth stimuli, it is essential that primary HMECs be used rather than cell lines. Natural EC phenotypes are difficult to generate when using immortalized cell lines with intrinsic proliferative properties due to virus transfection. Further investigation of the phenotypic response of immortalized HMECs to tumor growth stimuli may highlight the applicability of these cells for vaccine design. Subcutaneous fat tissue seems to be the most suitable source of HMECs, based on observations that HMECs lining tumor vessels are derived from surrounding tumor tissues. However, primary and metastatic tumors can occur in many different tissues throughout the body. Therefore, it is rational to derive HMECs from the abundant and easily accessible subcutaneous fat tissue, which can be obtained easily from biopsy material or waste after liposuction.
Designing universal cancer vaccines with defined safety and efficacy
In the context of designing universal cancer vaccines (UCVs), the most promising finding has been the nonspecific influence of cancer cells on the heterogeneity of HMEC surface antigens. Cancer cells change the HMEC surface antigens through a cancer cell type-independent www.taylorandfrancis.commechanism, suggesting that HMEC heterogeneity is a result of differences in the strength of growth signals. 37 This observation led researchers to hypothesize that the tumor would affect the HMEC surface profile in the same manner in vivo as in vitro, and that tumor-induced changes in the HMEC antigenic profile would be a consequence of the magnitude of the growth stimulus. Distance also influences the tumor's effects on the EC antigenic profile.
If stimuli of different strengths are present simultaneously in tumors in vivo, then due to gradual diminishing growth stimuli as it relates to the distance from the tumor cells, it can be expected that HMECs with different target surface profiles will also be present in the tumor-associated vasculature (Fig. 1B) . This assumption is very important for vaccine design because the destruction of any type of HMEC at any location in the tumor vasculature or in vessels approaching the tumor should lead to vessel obstruction and arrest of tumor growth. Thus, CTA results involving different target HMECs with tumor-induced phenotypes can be directly attributed to the design of the tumor type-independent HMEC-based vaccine (i.e., UCV design).
In a previous study, HMEC targets, stimulated to grow by human prostate adenocarcinoma (LNCap) cells, were effectively killed through the immunity elicited in response to antigens on the surface of HMECs, stimulated through growth in the presence of human hepatocellular carcinoma (HepG2) cells. These findings supported the in vitro design of an UCV with a targeting efficacy of 2.45. 39 Herein, efficacy is defined as the fold difference between the number of killed target HMECs stimulated to grow by tumor cells compared to the number of killed HMEC targets stimulated to grow by normal tissue cells. This efficacy provides a therapeutic window in which tumor HMEC cells could be killed before normal tissue HMECs are adversely affected.
Diverse HMEC targets are present in vivo, and diverse antigen compositions can be prepared from HMEC cultures by providing tumor stimuli of different strengths. Nevertheless, in vitro studies are limited in their ability to describe vaccine efficacy by the availability of specified cell targets and antigens (e.g., CTA). Therefore, for a better characterization of vaccine efficacy, the CTA data were examined using an approximation of the dependence of the target cell killing rate on the similarity of target cell surface profiles to the surface profile of cells used to generate antigens for the target immune response in CTA. These data suggested that an efficient autologous vaccine can be generated by utilizing the surface antigens of HMEC cultures if their tumor-induced cell surface profile and the profile of target HMECs are quite similar (i.e., correlation coefficient for their CPF 0.82). In this scenario, the efficacy of the autologous vaccine will exceed 18 (i.e., 18 tumor ECs will be destroyed before one EC in normal tissue is destroyed). When the similarity of the cell surface profiles of the target HMECs and the HMECs used as a vaccine were plotted against viable target cell counts in a CTA (Fig. 5) , points on this plot could be linearly approximated with R 2 values equal or almost equal to one. Thus, the cytotoxicity of CTL was predefined by the cell surface profiles and could be described by the equation:
where n represents the target cell escape and is determined as the total number of viable target cells from the CTA (reciprocal value of the observed CTL-mediated immune response); r represents the correlation between the profiles of the target cell and the cells used for targeting the immune response; b represents the r-independent contribution of the immune response; and k represents the intensity of the r-related immune response. 37 Previous studies have suggested that k reflects the intensity of tumor-induced changes at the cell surface, and b reflects the immunogenicity of cell surface targets associated with these changes. Variations in k and b have been demonstrated to be interrelated. 37 An additional consideration in vaccine preparation is whether auto-or alloantigens should be used. Although autoantigens elicit high killing rates of the target cells after vaccination, using allogeneic antigens allows the patient's own biomaterial to be excluded from vaccine preparation, thereby simplifying research and development activities and facilitating vaccine implementation in clinical practice. The data presented in Figure 5 indicate that targeting immune response with the alloantigens may be sufficient for vaccine efficacy, even with the low target cell killing rates. Correctly prepared alloantigen compositions that induce low killing rates also exhibited low HMEC killing rates when HMECs were stimulated to proliferate by normal cells. In one case, a high killing rate was observed for HepG2-stimulated target HMECs, which targeted the immune response to HMEC allogenic surface antigens that were stimulated to grow in the presence of human breast adenocarcinoma (MCF-7) cells. Moreover, the target cell killing rate was directly related to the in vitro design of the UCV, with a targeting efficacy of 4 (variables for the equation are derived from Fig. 5 ):
This efficacy provides a therapeutic window in which tumor HMEC cells could be killed before HMECs of normal tissues are adversely affected.
The CTA data obtained for alloantigens can be approximated to define the dependence of target cell killing rates on the similarity between the surface profiles of the target cells and the cells used to generate alloantigens. However, the CTA data supporting this approach are currently insufficient. If additional CTA and CPF research were to be conducted, then CTA data for alloantigens could be better estimated to define the maximum efficacy for alloantigens. target cell killing rates after vaccination, alloantigens are also highly efficient through the lower killing rate of HMECs present in normal tissues. 11. The in vitro-measured SANTAVAC efficacy may be increased in vivo because the destruction of only one EC in the tumor vasculature may lead to destruction of up to 100 cancer cells in a tumor. 12. SANTAVAC represents sets of antigenic compositions intended for preparing a family of UCVs to be administered with adjuvants, for which the dosage and vaccination schedules need to be defined.
SANTAVAC
The antigenic composition represents the essence of any vaccine and defines the targets to which immune response should be induced. Numerous approaches can be taken to prepare vaccines containing the same antigenic composition that differ only in the antigen dose and adjuvants used. Different protective effects and tumor responses can be achieved, depending on the vaccine regimen, patient, and tumor type/stage. Moreover, the SANTA-VAC concept covers basic principals for the design of SANTAVAC vaccines; therefore, the immunogenicity, and especially safety in relation to vasculature of normal tissues should be obligatory tested in subsequent in vivo studies for each SANTAVAC vaccine.
The SANTAVAC approach can be considered as a universal solution for preparing UCVs that differ from each other and in the intended target cancer. However, several important peculiarities of vaccine development involving the use of proteolytically cleaved cell surface antigens need to be emphasized. Although the protease-based isolation of cell surface molecules [55] [56] [57] [58] and the use of cancer cells for vaccination have long been described, the approach has some important limitations in terms of protease purity, protease-mediated cellular damage, and antigen preparations.
SANTAVAC contamination associated with protease impurity
One of the earliest studies examining the effect of trypsin on cells was conducted on tumor cells in 1958. This study demonstrated a significant loss of cell mass (up to 20%) without any apparent change in cell viability. 59 Subsequent studies examining the effect of protease treatment on cell integrity used cells in suspension [60] [61] [62] or from intact tissues. 63, 64 In both cases, the integrity of the treated cells after trypsinization was sufficient to maintain the cell viability. 59, 62, 65, 66 However, other methods for treating intact tissues with proteases have been demonstrated to cause considerable damage to the treated cells. 63 A study by Anghilery and Dermietzel demonstrated that trypsinization freed up to 10% of the cell material, including significant amounts of lipid and nucleic acids from intracellular lipo-and nucleoproteins. 57 When a mild treatment of cells with 0.1% trypsin was performed, up to 10.4% of the cellular RNA and 11.4% of the cellular DNA were recovered, consistent with a lysis rate of »11%. 67 However, when trypsin of a higher purity was used, less than 2% of cells were lysed. 68 Accordingly, trypsin impurities were identified to be responsible for the increased cell damage observed. More recent studies utilized a highly purified trypsin with an activity of 15,000 U/mg and resulted in cell lysis rates of less than 0.1%. 46 These data demonstrate that mammalian cells could be treated with trypsin without inducing lysis if highly pure trypsin is used, and they provide the background for preparing SANTAVAC formulations consisting of pure cell surface targets.
Another aspect to consider regarding the preparation of SANTAVAC vaccines is the contamination of antigens by trypsin itself. It is possible that the collected antigens could be contaminated with the trypsin used in their generation. Trypsin at a working concentration of »300 mg/ mL has previously been widely used to cleave cell surface material. 56, 69 A recent study showed that the treatment of 5 millions of cancer cells with 1 mL of trypsin solution yielded only 10 to 20 mg of cell surface glycoprotein fragments, 46, 56 representing »1% of the total protein content of a cell. These results and others indicate that the trypsin concentration used to cleave cell surface antigens significantly exceeds that of the cleaved cell surface antigens. Correspondingly, because trypsin contains numerous impurities, including other types of proteases, differently degraded forms of trypsin, and trypsin autolysis products, 70 the identification of cell surface antigens derived from trypsin treatment requires complex analytical methods. 56, [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] However, the need for antigen identification is more relevant to the characterization of individual antigens than to vaccine production. It is important that highly purified trypsin be used in the preparation of cell surface proteins for vaccines. Cells treated with highly purified trypsin resulted in a solution of cell specific peptides that were not contaminated with proteases, cytosolic proteins, or serum from the cell growth medium. 41 These results confirm the idea that highly purified trypsin can provide a pure sample of cell surface targets that can be used in SANTAVAC vaccines.
SANTAVAC contamination associated with cell damage
Animal cells are sensitive to fluid shearing in serum-free medium. [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] To obtain pure samples of cell surface antigens, cells are treated with protease in serum-free medium. Consequent damage to the cell membrane leads to the release of its intracellular contents. As shown in Figure 4A , the amount of cell surface antigens obtained from 100 cancer cells is comparable to the quantity of intracellular molecules contained within a single cell. In a study by Lau and Tchao (2007) , Nara Bladder Tumor (NBT) II cells exhibited different cell damage due to fluid shear depending on the cell grown conditions (from 5% to 56%). 77 Therefore, a critical aspect to consider in the preparation of cell surface antigens is minimizing the destruction of cells due to fluid shearing. When protocol conditions were optimized and careful manipulation of the cells was maintained, an observed adenocarcinoma cell death rate of less than 0.1% was achieved after trypsinization. 46 For cell cultures that are relatively sensitive to fluid shear stress, cell growth conditions may need to be optimized and cyto-protectants applied to prevent cell damage in serumfree medium and to decrease the rate of cell death during manipulations. 76 Thus, the careful treatment of live cells with highly purified proteases facilitates the collection of cell surface antigens (i.e., SANTAVAC) with minimal contamination of undesired intracellular contents. Figure 4B summarizes the influence of protease impurities and cell death rates associated with fluid shearing on the purity of cell surface antigens collected. Recent publications 37, 38, 41 have further demonstrated how cell surface antigens can be obtained from HMECs after trypsinization. Other proteases may also be able to be used to cleave proteins from the cell surface, but their ability to generate SANTAVAC preparations would need to be confirmed. Proteases should generate peptides with preserved immunogenicity and length compatible with analysis using CPF. In as much as CPF relates to proteomics, and tryptic peptides form specific mass spectrometry signatures of biologic objects, trypsin is also considered a crucial protease for generating SANTAVAC preparations.
The SANTAVAC approach versus other candidates for developing UCVs
There have been several attempts to prepare UCVs, including the betterknown vaccines targeting telomerase and mucin. Herein, we consider these approaches from the perspective of the SANTAVAC concept. Telomerase is highly expressed in almost all cancer types, whereas its expression in normal tissues is restricted. Telomerase activity is indispensable for tumor immortalization and growth; therefore, the catalytic and ratelimiting subunit of telomerase (hTERT) is an attractive target for UCV development. 81 For example, the recently concluded TeloVac trial in the UK aimed to determine if adding GV1001, a peptide vaccine representing a 16-aa hTERT sequence, 82 to gemcitabine and capecitabine chemotherapy regimens would extend the survival time for patients with advanced pancreatic cancer. Although the SANTAVAC concept does not consider immunization against telomerase to be a favorable approach because telomerase is an intracellular enzyme, hTERT can be displayed on the surface of tumor cells in the context of major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I molecules.
ImMucin in another immunotherapeutic approach that is often inaccurately referred to as a UCV. ImMucin targets mucin 1, a molecule present in 90% of all cancers. ImMucin is a 21-mer synthetic vaccine composed of the entire signal peptide domain of the cell surface-associated mucin 1. 83 Overexpression of mucin 1 is associated with many cancers. 84 For this reason, mucin 1 is considered a target for cancer therapy 85 and a candidate for developing a UCV. 86 Even though the TeloVac and ImMucin were designed to target different types of cancers and they can be considered as UCVs. However, their efficacy would be diminished if the cancer returned after vaccination. One study found that the specific cell surface antigens of cancer cells were substantially modified under the selective pressures of drug treatment. 47 These induced changes may be sufficient to allow the cancer cells to escape from the immune response (Fig. 6) .
Conclusion and Perspectives
The data described in this report indicate that SANTAVAC is a highly effective vaccine approach in vitro. The approach appears to be devoid of the evident shortcomings associated with other approaches and represents a highly promising antigenic composition for developing UCVs. By using SANTAVAC preparations, safe and efficacious UCVs can be developed from cell surface targets collected from primary HMEC cultures stimulated to grow in the presence of cancer cells. The nature and composition of the cell surface targets can be confirmed by using CPF. Future studies will be required, aimed at testing the vaccine efficacy using SANTA-VAC. These studies should include the application of animal models and the selection of adjuvant and vaccination schedules. Previous animal and human studies have already demonstrated the capability of in vitro-induced specific cytotoxic cells to mediate in vivo protection against tumor challenge.
87,88
These reports and CGA data described in this paper suggest that highly effective UCVs can be developed by using the SANTA-VAC approach.
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